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 It becomes a common phenomenon in the art world that much waste exist in 
works of art. The historical origin of this phenomenon is related to many aspects: The 
success of lifestyle in consumerism over the world; The prevalence of post-modern art; 
the ecological deterioration, etc.The development of consumerism makes symbolic 
value instead of use value. People indulge in fiction world made by “simulation”. In 
aesthetic areas , the aestheticization of daily life causes the degradation of classical art, 
and the retreat of enlightenment. Over-consumption also brought accumulation of 
waste and damage to the environment. 
By combining theory with practice and the combination of conduction and 
deduction, this article discussed four types to analyze the reality, possibility, and 
necessity of waste in art. Waste work is readymade object for smallest units and has 
some form of “Art”.It includes four main types:1, Readymade object of waste;2, 
Readymade objects of waste assemblaged in abstraction or random.3, Readymade 
objects of waste assemblaged in concrete.4, Readymade objects of waste assemblaged 
in practical function. This study found that waste works have intersection with the   
installation art and the sculpture.Meanwhile at the same time, it has similar trends 
with the above two which is attributed to the forms of readymade objects(abstract or 
concrete). 
In the present context of consumption age, waste works have three characteristics: 
non consumption, non technicality, practicality.1, The non consumption can resolve 
disadvantages of “the Aestheticization of Everyday Life” through special aesthetic 
effects and “self-confirmation by creative”.2,The non technicality can resolve 
disadvantages of “the Age of Mechanical Reproducibility” by restoring the unicity of 
art.3, The practicality can resolve ecological crisis by the direct intevention in the life. 
The innovation of this article is the combination of waste analyzing with 
consumerism and eco-criticism. The characteristics of waste works:non consumption, 
non technicality, practicality were put forward.According to the analysis of waste 
works, we proposed the “Waste Art” as a new type of art,which will help to create a 
new field of artistic research. 
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